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The most enduring popular image of the Navajo is probably that of solitary woman sitting
outdoors, surrounded by the towering mountains, sun-baked plateaus, and snaking canyons of
the Four Corners Country - where the borders of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah
meet - weaving a blanket or rug or her vertical loom. Navajos trace the standard of excellence
exemplified by their finest textiles to the time of legends, when Changing Woman, their patron
and protector, met Spider Woman, the first weaver. But Navajo rugs are more than just beautiful
or utilitarian: they are tradition, passed down from mother to daughter for generations; they can
demonstrate cultural developments; they spurred trade; and they are a legacy. Learn more about
this Southwestern tradition in this article, made available by The World & I Online.

About the AuthorSarah Zimmerman is a yarn lover, crafter, blogger, wife, and busy mom of three.
Sarah is a self-taught crocheter who picked up her first hook shortly after her second child was
born. Wanting to make fun hats for her kids, she watched online videos and followed book
tutorials, learning to crochet quickly and unleashing a hidden talent she never knew she had!
She decided to take her hobby and passion for crochet to the next level and started writing her
own patterns. A graduate from the University of Washington with a degree in visual arts and a
graphic designer by trade, Sarah has an eye for design and color that is reflected in her crochet
projects. Her style can be described as fresh, cute, and contemporary with a creative flair that
appeal to all ages. You will find many of her patterns are easy to adapt and many incorporate
additional craft materials like fleece, buttons, and felt. Sarah’s craft and crochet blog, Repeat
Crafter Me, is full of new and unique patterns that are trendy and seasonal, as well as many
animal and character hats for babies and kids. Sarah is a stay-at-home mom to two young boys
and a toddler girl. She loves crafting with her kids, taking on DIY projects, experimenting in the
kitchen, and is never far from her crochet hooks and a ball of yarn. Sarah shares her crochet
patterns for free on her blog Repeat Crafter Me (www.RepeatCrafterMe.com). She offers simple
patterns and is known for having easy to follow tutorials and detailed step-by-step photos. Her
blog is also a great resource for kids crafts, DIY projects, Crock Pot recipes, and tons of
inspiration. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Spider Woman's Legacy:The Art of Navajo Weaving Edited by The World & I OnlineSpider
Woman's Legacy: The Art of Navajo WeavingBy Ronald McCoy The most enduring popular
image of the Navajo is probably that of solitary woman sitting outdoors, surrounded by the
towering mountains, sun-baked plateaus, and snaking canyons of the Four Corners Country -
where the borders of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah meet - weaving a blanket or rug
or her vertical loom.Navajos trace the standard of excellence exemplified by their finest textiles
to the time of legends, when Changing Woman, their patron and protector, met Spider Woman,
the first weaver.Underground, in Spider Woman's subterranean abode, Changing Woman
beheld the loom used by her master-weaver host, a fabulous creation with cross pole of sky and
earth, warp sticks made of sun rays, and heddles formed from rock crystal and lightning. When
weaving, Spider Woman used a batten stick made of a sun halo and a comb of white shell; the
sticks of her four spindles were made from four different kinds of lightning, their whorls cut from
black cannel coal, blue-green turquoise, marbly white shell, and iridescent abalone shell.Thus
was Spider Woman's legacy passed on to Changing Woman, who taught Navajos how to weave.
A wonderful explanation, that slice of legend bringing the matriarchal Navajo tribe's archetypical
mother figure into contact with the personified arachnidan spirit, nature's weaver of intricate
webs.Most historians and anthropologists, however, view matters in a more prosaic light. For
them, the Navajos, who may have entered the Southwest from the north about A.D. 1400,
learned how to weave from neighboring Pueblo Indians around the mid-to-late seventeenth
century.The Pueblos - northeastern Arizona's Hopis, New Mexico's Zunis and Rio Grande tribes
- and their Anasazi ancestors wove blankets, everyday clothes, and ceremonial attire for at least
a millennium before the Spanish, fresh from Mexican conquests, came on the scene in the
sixteen century. The Spanish lost little time making themselves unwelcome and in 1680 the
Pueblo Revolt rocked the region. Although the Spanish withdrew, they came back with a
vengeance twelve years later. Many Pueblos escaped this turmoil by seeking refuge among the
Navajos, and it was likely during this era that they taught their hosts the art of weaving. One
obvious difference between Pueblo and Navajo weaving - for Pueblos, it is typically a male art;
for Navajos, a female form of expression - is at least partly explained by Pueblo husbands'
passing this knowledge to their Navajo wives.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Very Good Overview of Navajo Weaving. The overview was very well done
and contained very informative insights into the world of the Navajo weaver. I enjoyed this quick
read.”

Sharonmetcalf, “Well written fun read. Loved this piece. Excellent information about the history
and theory of Navajo weaving as well as the origin of Navajo design.”

neil, “Four Stars. AS EXPECTED”

The book by Daniel Transon has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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